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Marching'ChaplainB.elieves Lacy Makes New Allto Policy
Washington Rally Valuable ^
Sept, 24 — The hope "for better
race relations now" and the "determination of the participants"
were the two attitudes observed
at the August 28th Freedom March
on Washington by Chaplain J. Moulton Thomas. The Chaplain spoke
on the "March on Washington"
during Chapel talks on Thursday
and Friday.
Quoting the Hartford COURANT,
the Chaplain said tha t the march
was similar in many respects to
Gandhi's Trutn Force. In this connection he asked about blind spots
in his human relationships. "Would
a Negro feel secure in the groups
of which I am a part?" he wondered. He said he must check himself
in telling Negro jokes by asking
if Negroes would tell them.
Quoting the head of the Jewish
Community, the Chaplain said that
silence on the racial question
should not be tolerated. "Bigotry
and hatred are not the biggest
problems: silence Is that problem," he said, and added that
financial support was needed
as well as verbal backing. Finally, "to bring the matter close
to home", he questioned that lack
of Negro students and professors
at Trinity.
On the morning of the march,
Chaplain Thomas and 200 other
ministers drove from Baltimore
to Washington, Along the way they
sang spirituals, which were interrupted when a rock was thrown,
through a bus window. The rock
showed that "more than singing"
was needed to unite us, the Chaplain said. Later, he added, he felt
morally uneasy when thousands of
Negro children waved and sang

In greetings to the buses near
Washington.
Chaplain Thomas, relating more
of the Jewish leader's words, said
that "too many churchmen are
following, not leading; they are
'passing by on the other side."8
Commenting on the gay, brotherly
spirit which pervaded the march,
the chaplain said that two of his
taxi drivers lowered their fares
during the day.

^

Dean O. W. Lacy announced a
new administration policy concerning student automobiles to the
Senate last night. The changes,
announced in a letter sent to all
students and their parents, points
out the administration policy of
discouraging automobiles as "an
expensive luxury at best."
Beginning at once, Lacy said,

Brown 'sPaper Admonished
For Advocating Boycott
SEPT. 24~-The Brown University Invitation to an all-white woman's field hockey team from
South Africa to use the university
facilities resulted in an Indignant
BROWN DAILY HERALD editorial
last Saturday followed by a r e tort from Brown president Dr.
Barnaby Keeney.
The editorial stated, "Everyone...
from the president of the U. S.
Women's Field Hockey association
to the University's own director
of athletlcs--seems to have been
totally unaware of the issues Involved here."
Dr. Keeney replied: "Brown University opposes segregation in
this country and...also opposes
communism,
fascism, racism,
free love, and general bigotry."
The HERALD, however, has taken
the attitude that any welcome of
the team could be construed as
condoning the apartheid policy of
which the HERALD said in its
editorial:
"...this policy just months ago

Incited international controversy
when It resulted In a law virtually denying to the Negro population of that state any political
freedom. Furthermore, the very
existence of this team itself bears
witness to a society In which everything from the halls of government
to the fields of sport have become
progressively barred to Negroes."
The HERALD suggested that the
university remedy the situation by
stating Its opposition to apartheid.
The whole university community
was urged to, "...make It clear
to these girls that...they cannot
in good conscience sanction by
their presence at Saturday's athletic event... the segregation which
underlies South Africa's participation in the matcn,'
The editorial further stated that
a rare opportunity was granted to,
"...speak out Internationally on
behalf of equal dignity for all
human beings."

. A H
present in spirit at the Senate
meeting as a resolution demanding "an Immediate and thorough
investigation of the charges and
evidence in the case" was unanimously adopted.
The resolution, which was introduced by Senator Richard Schiro
'64, was based largely on the account of Allen's arrest in the
September 20 TRIPOD and a letter
from Allen. It charged that "the
laws of this nation ... it appears,
are now being used as a weapon of
intimidation and prejudice."
Schiro commented "we have
ample justification for this action."
Stressing that the resolution was
not related to any civil rights
Issue, he asserted "it is the right
of any citizen of the United States
to demand Investigation of apparent
injustice."
Other Senate business dealt with
plans for the coming year. President Michael Anderson'64, stressed his optimism that Senate projects "would make this year the
best possible," The executive projects he outlined included an exchange plan with Southern Negro
colleges which would allow SouthSEPT. 23 - Problems of Rush erners to see the Trinity campus.
Week were discussed this evening Corresponding Secretary John
at the first Inter-Fraternity Coun- WItherlngton '64, reporting on the
Honor Code committee, stated a
cil meeting of the year.
Most representatives reported "Committee of 100" was being orthat Rush week had been success- ganized to get student opinions on
ful, but several snags in the system the Honor Code, The four basic
were brought up at the meeting, points to be settled by this group
chaired by President Arnold Wood are: 1) should the Code be purely
of Alpha Chi Rho. Many delegates academic?, 2) should the Medusa
thought that the four day "week" be the enforcing body?, 3) what
should be reduced to three, ending penalties should be affixed to the
before the start of classes, because code?, and 4) is there any need of
of the added pressures brought on a pledge?
by the additional day to both frat- Other committees, undertaking
projects which Anderson indicated
ernities and.rushees.
be finished by next
Also debated was the question of "will
communication between the frater- February," outlined broad plans
nities and, the rushees. Because for continuing the Senate Investisome rushees were unable to be gations of campus problems. Senalocated, some bids could not be tor Keith Watson '64, head of the
given this past rushing period. Specific Committee, detailed a
Suggestions included the use of two forthcoming investigation into the
runners instead of one, or the use Trinity Air Force R.O.T.C., the
(Continued on Page 2)
of the mail boxes to notify selected rushees.
Next on the agenda was the question of handling tickets to the
Sophomore Hop, the Junior Prom,
and the Senior Ball. It was suggested that these highlights of the social
season should be Included in the Two Trinity men—Henrv S. Beers
Student Activities Fee paid by all ana Melvm W. Title—were restudents at the beginning of the cently elected to the board of the
Connecticut
Educational Teleyear.
Corporation.
College
Justifying such a procedure, it vision
was pointed out that admission to president Dr. Albert C, Jacobs
home football games is included continues to serve on that board.
in the fee, though all students do
Beers retired as chairman of
not go to all games. Also, many Aetna Life Affiliated Companies
other schools do include social this summer after forty years
activities in their general fee. If with me company.
these events were to be included,
He is director of the Hartford
it was generally felt by the dele- National Bank and Trust Company,
gates that overall attendance would director of United Aircraft Corincrease, and the quality of enter- poration, and a trustee of the
tainment could be improved Society for Savings!
because available funds would be
The trustee of Trinity College,
known all during the planning also serves as president of the
stages.
Connecticut
Higher Education
The possibility of having an IFC Assistance corporation.
Title has operated his own insponsored weekend In the near
future, possibly on October 12, surance 'agency in Hartford, since
He is a board member
to coincide with the Tufts game 1920.
here, was examined. A committee of the Greater Hartford Community
was formed to look Into procuring Chest and active in numerous other
entertainment for the weekend. A community organizations.
decision was deferred pending r e He has been a member of the
ports to be heard at the next meet- executive board of the College
ing at a regular new meeting time Alumni Association and is past ;
Thursday 10:00 p.m. in the Senate chairman and member of the ;
'Trinity Board of Fellows.
i
Room,

resident students will be allowed
to park on campus only in the Broad
Street, North Campus, and fraternity lots. Commuting, students will
park in the Hallden Engineering lot,
The Dean indicated, however, thai
continued student parking would be
allowed along west Summit Street
so long as the city permitted it.
Referring to the automobile accident on Sept. 16 which serious-ly
Injured three Trinity students,
Lacy Indicated that the administration favored the use of seat
belts, but would not require this as
yet.
The Dean stated the parking problem has become critical, especially at peak times." In answer
to questions from the senators, he
stated that no improvements were
planned for the existing parking
facilities.
Ralph W. Allen in, the Trinity
junior who was arrested in Amerlcus, Georgia, on August 8, was

(Continued on Page 7)

Industrial Leaders Attend

New Math-Physics Building Dedicated
Sept, 23 - - The dedication of
the $1,600,000 Mathematics-Physics Center occurred this evening
in the first floor auditorium of
that building.
President Albert C. Jacobs welcomed those who represented the
110 donors of the building and
thanked them for a replacement
for the seventy-five year old Jarvis Laboratory. The latter was torn
down during the summer,
Allen W. Merrell '39, national
co-chairman of the center's fundraising campaign, who mentioned
that "few small colleges have been
so fortunate" made the Physics
Center presentation which was
accepted by department head Professor F. Woodbridge Constant,
who said the gift was "a dream
come true."
John A. Hill, also co-chairman
of the campaign, presented the
Mathematics Center, which was
accepted by Seabury professor of
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, Dr. Harold L. Dorwart.
Lyman B. Brainard ' 30, vicechairman of the Board of Trustees of the college, introduced the
dedication speaker, Dr. Daniel P,
Alpert '37, whose speech is .included on pages four, five, and
six of this issue.
To end the program, Chaplain J. DR DANIEL ALPERT '37, dedication speaker, Dr. Albert C.
Moulton Thomas offered a prayer, Jacobs, President of the College, and Lyman B. Brainerd "30,
stressing that God's "infinite com- Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the College peruse
lexity has uncovered a world of
the oroaram for the dedication of the Math-Physics Building.
program
infinite wonder."
The Mathematics-Physics Center ADDITIONAL STORIES about the new building and the text of
Is the first completed building in Dr. Alperfs speech are found on pa^es 3, 4 and 5 of today's
,a long-range project, costing a
paper.
total of six million dollars.
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3 Trin Leaders
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Campus Notes
WRTC-FM

ENGINEERING TALK

.Sept. 23 — Beginning today WRTC
•will resume full-time broadcastIng, It Is on the air from five
p.m, to midnight Monday through
Friday, and from noon to eight p.m.
on Saturday.
Featured this week will be the
away football game between Trinity
and Williams, as Interpreted by_
Lucieu De Fazio aim riiciicud
Galnes, Gametlme Is two p.m.

The ASME and RESA Lecture
by John C. Beggs on "Engineering The Environment For The
Man In Space" will be given tonight at 8 p.m. in the MathPhysios Lecture Hall,

SOPHOMORE
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for Sophomore Class
Officers must be in by Wednesday, Sept. 25.

S E N I O R S : Placement
registration forms should
tie completed and returned
to the Placement Office by
October 1, 1963.

Cleopatra, with feminine gulla,
Said to Tony, "Let's barge down the Nile!"
When she reached (or an asp.
Her belt lost Its clasp,
So she stapled it up Swingllne style.

SWINGLINE
STAPLER

"Words are women,
deeds are men."
—Georgp Herbert

CHAPEL
Chapel Talks

Thursday and FHday
11:30 a.m. "Trinity in Hartford's Inter-Racial Activities"
Organ Posfludes
10:00 p.m. Tries, and Thurx.

Senate...

(Continued from Page 1)
campus library, the progress of
the 1962 "Undergraduate Evaluation," and reviews of the Senate
constitution and the Buildings and
Grounds department.
The Student Affairs Committee,
under the direction of Senator
David Tower '64, also listed future
reports
on Sophomore class
elections,
the junior advisor
system, and the need for a fulltime campus nurse. Tower stated
his groupwould examine the quality
of Mather Hall food, the selection
of WHO'S WHO candidates, and
the difficulties of commuting students.
Senator William Niles '64, who
had supervised the Summer
storage program In Alumni Hall,
reported the program "was a huge
success." Although he had numerous minor changes to suggest,
he recommended the continuance of
the Senate-supervised plan.

Sept, 24 —Harry K. Knapp '60,
has been named National Chairman of the Trinity College Alumni
Steering Committeetorthe 196364 fund raising and development
campaign, it was announced lost
week.
Knapp, a broker with G, II. Waider & Co. In Hartford, succeeds
John L. Bonee Jr, '43, according to Douglas Frost, assistant
director of development at Trinity.
A resident of West Slmsbury,
Knapp has served the College as
a class agent since 1960.
William R. Peelle of West Hartford, who has served In various
Trinity alumni activities for many
yeari, nas Deen named vice cmmman. A member of the class of 1944,
Mr. Peelle lswlthth8,Arrow-Hart
and Hege'man Electric Company
In Hartford.
Named to the Distinguished Gilts
Committee are Melvin W, Title
'18, West Hartford, J. E. Griffith '17, of West Hartford and
Henry S, Beers '18, Life Trustee
of the college and recently retired chairman of the Board at
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies,
Another Life Trustee, Barclay
Shaw '35, of Chappaqua, N, Y.,
has been named Chairman of .Special Gifts.
Martin D. Wood '42, of West
Simsbury, who Is with Connecticut General Insurance Company,
was reappointed Chairman of
Corporate Matching Gifts, while
another Connecticut General employee, WilUam.B, Starkey -44
of West Hartford, was named
Chairman of participation.
Starkey had served as class agent
for the past 13 years.
Winfield A. Carlough Jr. '54, of
New York was appointed Chairman of Promotion,
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Trin Students Study Rats
With NSF Summer Grants

Sept, 24 — Three Trinity stuSent. 24 -.- 'i'hfua 'ivinih, .,!..
dents,
Sandford Fldell, John Penrich and John Zelslg, working
this summer as National Science
Foundation (NSF) Scholars, engaged in psychological research
at both Brown and Trinity,
Fidell, the only one of the three
•Vorjdng at Brown, worked on a
problem of negative reinforcement.
Fenrich
Investigated
problems of psychological time,
i.e. why time seems to pass quickly
or slowly, while Zeisig, continuing
a project begun last February,
.devised an experiment that cotn-
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P,-r-o-j -e-c-t-i-o-n-s

Jacobs Urges
Frosh to Have
Sense of Values

BY P. ADAMS SITNEY
The possibilities for serious nlm FILM and CLASSICS OF THE
viewing at- Trinity lio not loo* «,o FOREIGN FILM are the only
dim now as they did this same time critical works which deal ada year ago. As usual, the Hart- equately with film as a visual
for movie theatres are in league phenomenon.
against taste and vision (and
there's no reason to expect any
Perhaps the weekend of October
improvement from them), but some
on-campus film activities show 25 (date of Tyler's talk) will turn
out to be an historic occasion in
promise.
Primarily, there will be the film history: for if the proper
Cesare Barbieri Institute's show- funds can be raised, Charles
Ing of Michaelangelo Antonioni's Boultenhouse, a poet and filmso-called trilogy, L'AVVENTURA, maker travelling with Tyler, will
LA NOTTE, and ECLISSE. I will give the world premier of his
feature
film
write more about each of these avant - garde
DiOhlaxuO
films during the weeks of their D1UN VSlUiS, here.
screenings:' for now it is enough is a semi-choreographic interpreto say that they are all master- tation of Euripides' BACCHAE,
pieces of the socio-dramatic cin- filmed with a chorus of cameramen
ema and in terms of visual pro- and edited with the savaee rhythms
fundity (the only significant terms of uiony»ia<- iites.Iiiave seen about
upon which movies can bejudged: five minutes from the film and think
literachoor and the theeater "being it one oi the most startling films of
so much more suited to the power my experience.
of the "word") they are, as advanced as any works of the com- The most encouraging Improvemercial cinema in the SIXTIES. ment in the Trinity film scene is
Special credit must be given to the Mather Hall series. Last year
initiation of the Antonloni series their selection was so horrible that
and for his choice of Parker Ty- the TRIPOD refused to print my
ler as the guest leeturer/expllc- description of It. This year the
ator on the final night, Tyler is series shows at least one instance
a critic of remarkable Insight. of true taste. Thev have selected
His CHAPLIN (for which he won Sergei kioeiisieui'& IVAiv THE
a National Book Award) and MYTH TERRIBLE for a showing late
& MAGIC OF THE MOVIES are in the season. Again I will write
respectively the finest film bio- at greater length about this, my
graphy and study of Hollywood favorite sound film, when It is
I know; and his THREE FACES OF about to be shown.

SEPT. 16 - "The liberal arts
education can be compared with
the trunk of a tree," stated Dr.
Albert C, Jacobs, collee-e president, during nib m . u OUL of i u ur
phases of the freshman convocation
program.
"The trunk," he continued, "must
be strong In order to support the
branches, In the case of education, the various academic fields
of study."
Dr. Jacobs stressed the fact that
a liberal arts college does not
graduate professional men. Instead, he added, It gives men a
well-rounded education so that they
might enter their specialized fields
of study.
"Extra-curricular activites and
outside Interests," added Dr. Jacobs, "will also help you realize
your Interests and talents and aid
you In selecting a career.
He urged the class members to
pursue Individual study and initiative and at the same time develop a sense of values.
Dr. Jacobs asked the freshmen
to take advantage of the opportunity to think freely and unrestrictedly. This opportunity, he concluded,
is not totally possible at taxsupported and government-influenced schools.
The Rev. J. Moulton Thomas
asked the Invocation and gave the
benediction.

Dorwart Calls Math-Physics Building
'Realization of Mathematician's Dream9
SEPT. 24 - Professor*, F. W.
Constant and Harold L. Dorwart
today praised the role of the new
Math-Physics Center In allowing
for expansion of operations and
greater concentration upon both
student and faculty research and
experimentation.

Physics department chairman Dr.
Constant noted that whereas the
department's 101 and 121 lab sessions were previously obliged to
convene
simultaneously In the
same laboratory, they may now
occupy separate rooms and include
nearly twice the original number

Students to Aid Mentally 111
In Companionship Meetings
Sept. 19 — The Psychology Club
today discussed plans for starting
the fourth year of the Trinity
Companion Program, a program
designed to establish a link be»
tween mental patients at the Connecticut Valley Hospital in Middletown and the outside community.
Several Trinity students who were
involved in the program last year
related their experiences to the
20 persons attending the meeting.
After a general orientation at the
hospital, these students met In
group activities with patients for
a two-week period.
Then, each selecting a particular
patient, they engaged in activity

or discussion, depending upon
which was more suitable to the
case.
The group was given access to
the grounds and, with permission,
was allowed to take patients into
Middletown.
Dr. Austin Herschberger, assistant professor of psychology and
adviser to the program , said
tnat patients are assigueu who have
a chance for improvement, and that
usually, they are ones whose families have deserted them.
Dangerous patients are not
assigned,,
Dr. ~fierschberger will be accepting applications for the program
until Serjt. 28.

THURS. and FRI.

All Wool Melton Trinity Jackets
(Heavy duty winter jackets)
Originally 15.95 and 16.95 — NOW $9,00
Originally 12.95

An Open Letter to
Our Mail Subscribers:
To avoid future conjushn, and irate letters, the circulation Department of the Tripod has decided to explain just why you may
be receiving your papers late, and, or, in bunches.
All papers are entered as fourth class matter at the Hartford
Post Office. The Post Office then holds them until they receive a
sizable amount of other fourth class mail going to your area. Sometimes this takes no more than a jew hours, while for other areas
it may take a week or two. In the process of waiting out this period,
two or more issues of the Tripod will often be bunched together. . .
We apologize for the time delay, but unfortunately we could
not afford to send She Tripod to you at its present low cost if vie
undertook to mail by other than fourth class. We trust that we will
be able to deliver the paper as rapidly as possible, and hope thai you
will bear with us. We also would like to thank parents and alumni
alike for your continued support, and criticism of the Tripod.
Park Benjamin III
Circulation Manager

1. Excuse me, sir. I'm conducting
a poll for the college newspaper.
I wonder if I might ask you
a few questions?

2, In your opinion, what are some
of America's most significant
achievements in the past
50 years?

of students.
Be my guest.
Huh?
Dr. Constant especially emphasized the greater opportunities
open to the physics apprentice as a.
result of Qie Acmea facilities.
He noted that there are offices
which may accommodate five lab
assistants and graders apiece. The
added space for student assistants
has widened the range of practical knowledge and the amount of
financial aiu to tne pnysics major
may receive^
Both Dr. Constant and matnematics department Chairman Dorwart praised the quality of the
specialized library of books and
periodicals which accompanies the
complex of classrooms, labs, of- 3, Let me put it this way. During
4. I'll rephrase the question. Since
fices, and research rooms.
the last half century what new
1912, what developments can you
In Professor Constant's departideas have led to important
think of that have made the lot
ment, students will be able to carbenefits for the American people?
of the working man easier?
ry on research in nuclear phyNow you're getting tricky.
Well, uh — there's the
sics and the solid state in the
two-platoon system.
building's basement laboratory.
Dr. Constant beuevca that the
new building will help the student to learn that physics "is
not all hard facts, but an alive
and exciting subject," Professor
Dorwart called the structure "the 1
realization of a mathematician's
dream."

BOOKSTORE SALE
WED.,

PAGE THREE

NOW $7.00

5. Give it a trv.
Well, speaking off the top of
my head, I might say
stretch socks.
I'm sure everyone would agree
they've been useful. But isn't
there something with a bit more
social significance that comes
to mind?
There certainly is. There's
Group Insurance, the
principle of which is to help

provide protection for those
who need it most and can
afford it least. Pioneered and
developed by Equitable,
it has proved most efficacious.
Today, the working man
and his family enjoy a broad
spectrum of protection
provided by Group Insurance.
For that reason, I would
most emphatically suggest
its inclusion among the
•significant achievements. But
I still think the two-platoon
system is pretty important.

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your
Placement Officer, or write to William E. Blevins, Employment Manager.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home O.ln'co: 12«5 Avenue of the Americas, New York 19, N.Y.©1963
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EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1963

Automobiles
The college has

Most resident students who have automobiles on campus are no doubt concerned about the changes in parking
regulations which were put in effect yesterday.
The ehanges did come as a surprise,
although announcements were made last
year that the student use of parking lots
would be restricted.
The reasons for the change which limits on-catnpus parking to the Broad
Street lot for resident students, were explained at the Senate meeting- last night
by Dean 0. W. Lacy, and they make
sense.
Trinity, like imost colleges today, faces
the problem of providing adequate parking facilities for a very mobile college
community which consists of resident
and commuting undergraduates, graduate students and faculty.
And with a campus small enough to
keep every unit within reasonable walking distance of another, it is reasonable
that resident students, most of whom
use their vehicles only for trips downtown or out of Hartford, not be allowed
to occupy parking spaces which would
better serve the needs of the commuting
and graduate students and faculty.

provided the North
Campus lots and the Broad Street parking lot for the undergraduate residents.
The Broad Street lot, though not as convenient as the Hallden lot or Summit
Street, does serve as storage space for
undergraduate vehicles, which are generally used on an irregular basis.

The TRIPOD supports this move to
ease traffic tensions at Trinity, agreeing
with president Albert C.. Jacobs that the
college has better things to spend its
money on than parking lots.
However, since the Broad Street lot
is the least convenient of any on or off
campus, and lest it appear that when the
use of campus facilities is in question,
undergraduates get last consideration,
we strongly urge that some funds be
allotted for the improvement of the
Broad Street lot, especially in terms of
creating easier access through walkways
and additional entryways, and that lighting be provided to protect against nighttime collisions and theft.
And we urge equally strongly that
drivers be at all times aware of the rules
of automotive safety.

Ralph Allen
The TRIPOD, naturally, supports the
resolution which the Senate passed last
night urging certain public officials to
examine the facts in the charges placed
against Ralph Allen '64.
We commend the Senate in this action,
and not only because we support Ralph
Allen.
One senator said that he "didn't know"
Ralph Allen, and the point was well
taken. Senate vice president Richard
Schiro, who introduced the resolution,
pointed out that the issue, described in
last Friday's TRIPOD, is one of law, and
does not involve personal appreciation or

support of Ralph Allen, his objectives or
his methods.
The issue, in which Allen's Constitutional rights are apparently being
abridged through prejudgment, is one
which transcends these lesser considerations, and is one about which citizens,
tor their own protection, should .become
incensed, Allen's relationship to Trinity
only brings the matter closer to home
We congratulate the Senate for this
particular exercise of their leadership,
and add the hope that others will become
equally concerned and active for the
issue which is involved here

Her Majesty
The queen is in her new throne. Sitting
in modern, but simple splendor, she gives
little indication of the complex and rigorous domain which she. rules.
The queen of the sciences, (mathematics, is now housed in a new building on
the South end of the campus. It is evident that the new facility will do much
to increase the already high quality and
the relatively low number of mathematics .majors. It is also evident that the new
facility will help maintain and increase
the fine faculty (members of that department.
But what effects "will the new center
have on those who must fulfill the
mathematics requirement and then dare
to step inside the building again? Will
the new center be the exclusive domain
of the limited members of the set, those
who are the math majors?
Fortunately, or unfortunately, today's
society is numbered rule. From the first
number on his crib in the hospital to the
order number for his tombstone, today's
members of society are haunted with
numbers. They encroach and appear in
indefinite ways. They are used both to
solve the price of five pounds of potatoes
•and to find five ways of limiting Chinese
aggression in India. Mathematical concepts are being used even in the political
science and sociology. The average individual is appalled at the functioning of

modern computers and respects them as
an ancient Greek must have revered the
Oracle of Delphi.
Each day brings increased complexity
to the world of mathematics. Each day
sees more uses for the use of numbers
and their concepts in solving daily problems. Dr. Daniel Alpert, the dedication
speaker, concurs and suggests that more
scientific answers should be given to
solve today's problems.
But -what will happen to those not
vested with a mathematically disciplined
mind? An individual who has the proper
respect and even a limited understanding
of mathematics knows that he needs not
fear a mathematically ruled world. Even
the most complex computer is based on
the simple yes-no relationship to the
numbers 0-1 which can be represented
by a closed or open electrical circuit. The
system then is developed by the rigid
rales of logic which do require the disciplined mind.
It is our hope that those who attend
to this queen will not forget those who
do not understand her language or thinking. The new facility should help encourage the mathematics department to
extend itself and to make a special effort
to help the non-mathematicians appreciate respect, and on the elementary level,
understand the queen of sciences, mathematics.

THE TOPPING of the Math-Physics Building. Construction was
started in the spring of 1962. Building cost $1,500,000.

110 Contributors Honored
At Math-Physics Dedication
Sept. 23 — Leaders of the 110
Faculty Office, room 210: Emcorporations, foundations, and in- hart Manfucturlng Company,
dividuals who were responsible
Faculty Office , room 213: Essti
for the construction and comp- Education Foundation.
letion of the Mathematics Physics
Classroom 213: Five Life TrusCenter were honored at the buildtees of Trinity College: Newton C,
ing's dedication tonight.
Facilities and those who donated Brainard, L.L.D. »59, Emeritus;
Lyman B, Bralnerd,
Class of
them, are:
Faculty Research Laboratory, 1930; Bern Budd, Class of 1908,
room 103: t h e Barnes Found- Emeritus; John R Cook, Class
ation, Inc. in memory of Mr. and of 1910; and Robert B. O'Connor,
Class of 1916.
Mrs. Fuller F. Barnes.
Faculty Office , room 214; The
Faculty Office, room 105; Frank
E. Gannett Newspaper Foundation, International Nickel Company, Inc.
(Continued on Page 7)
Inc.
Graduate Research Laboratory,
room 107: Southern New England
Telephone Company, American
Telephone and Telegraph Cornpany.
Faculty Research Laboratory,
room 108; Heublein, Inc.
Graduate Research Laboratory,
room 109-Avco Corporation, Koppers Company, Inc. and Sears
Roebuck and Co.
Undergraduate Project Laboratory, room 110: Owens-Corning
Fiberglass Corporation.
Faculty Office room 111: The Hartford Courani
Faculty Research Laboratory,
room 113: The Eloise and Richard
Webber Foundation In memory of
James Benson Webber, Jr., Class
of 1934, Life Trustee of Trinity
College.
Dark Room, room 114; The Standard Screw Foundation.
Electrical and Magnetic Laboratory, room 117: The Ford Motor
Company Fund.
Shop , room 120: Aero Gasket
Corporation, American Coal Company, Inc., Atlantic Machine Tool
Works, Inc., Hartford Tool and Die
Company, Inc.
Electronics Laboratory, room
121: United Aircraft Corporation.
Library, room 201: Raymond J
Wean Sc. D. '54, Life Trustee of
Trinity College,
Secretary's Office and Reception
Room, 202: Mr. and Mrs, Leonard S. Hobbs, Mitchell S. Little
Samuel C. Wilcox, Class of 1925*
and Harriet Wilcox,
Department Chairman's Office
room 203: United States Steel
Foundation, Inc.
Seminar Room: The Connecticut
Bank and Trust Company.

Dr. Alpert Protests Widening Dichotomy
Of Scientific and Humanistic Thinking
The following is the major part of Dr. Daniel Alpert's speech
which he delivered at the Math-Physics Building Dedication yesterday. Dr. Alpert graduated from Trinity in 1937 as valedictorian and a member of Phi Betta Kappa. He is now professor of
physics and technical director of Control Systems
Laboratory,
University of Illinois.
His speech emphasizes the necessity of excellent
scientific
instruction at the college and university level and of harmonizing scientific and humanistic
curricula.
No feature of our national life
has failed to be profoundly affected
by the scientific revolution. Its
effects are probably as far reach\/ ing
as those of the agricultural
revolution in prehistoric times.
• But whereas the effects of the latter
were to change man's way of life
in the course of many centuries,
the Impact of the scientific revolution has done so in a generation. It
is therefore not at all surprising
that our social and political processes have failed to keep abreast
of these changes, and distressing
and complex problems have been
the result.
Take the automobile: in its initial
it represented a tre\ development,
mendous step forward In the freedom and variety of American life,
but very quickly It introduced
; smog, traffic jams and social prol blems which have placed tremendoes stress on our local, statewas wide, and national government. The
participation of government at each
level has had to be enlarged to cope
j with the problem. However, when a
I problem like smog or industrial
dislocation or military threat has
arisen, there has developed a common conviction held by people In
all walks of life and in most counjj ra . tries, that the methods of scientific
research are essential to finding a
;sso solution. The result has been a
tremendous increase In the
fraction of our total national effort
u
°" devoted to research. The sum spent
•us, ' for Research and Development by
, j our federal government during the
past year alone was $15 billion.
08,,.
This is greater than the cost of run„ nlng the entire federal government
0
' in 19401 But the effectiveness of the
The Sovernmental structure which
InC| manages this effort has lagged far
behind its tremendous rate of

\

n

growth. Problems are often ignored until a crisis is reached, at
which time a new governmental
agency Is superimposed to try to
solve a specific aspect of the problem. Sln6e a deep understanding
of science or technology has seldom accompanied the legislative
function, a proposed solution may
often have consequences which
serve to make the problem even
more complex.
Consider what has happened in
education. Whether we refer to It as
such or not, federal aid to education
is here. A major portion of the tremendous increase in scientific and
technological research is going on
In the universities of our country;
but there is not a single educational
institution in the country which is
so rich that it can maintain its
graduate education and research In
the sciences without support from
the federal government today. No
knowledgeable person will question
that this federal support, which
represents at least 10% of the cost
of advanced education, is here to
stay. But the distribution of support
by the federal government has been
governed by considerations which
pretend that it Is not federal support to education; rather that we
are buying research results at so
many dollars per formula or per
Nobel prize. We admit that the
training of scientists at the graduate level Is of utmost importance
to the national welfare, but tend to
ignore the fact that the future
scientist must be educated at the
undergraduate and high school
level as well. Even with the universities, not everything is rosy. By
a system of contracts and grants
to individual professors, we have
developed a system in which some
of them only profess to profess and

JOHN A. HILL, President of
the Aetna Life Affiliated Companies in Hartford. He was a
Co-Chairman of Math-Physics
Center Campaign.
are too busy writing proposals or
wheeling and dealing in Washington
to be able to bother with teachingduties. For a variety of reasons,
there Is an increasing concentration of research expenditure
in fewer institutions.
I will comment further on this
concentration of federal support
as it affects the liberal arts colleges. But for a moment, let me
digress to say that problems associated with the federal support
of Research and Development are
not confined to educational institutions alone. Over 90% of the costs
of industrial research today are
paid for directly or indirectly by
contracts from the federal government. Most of them are military or
space activities. In the minds of
some observers this feat alone
represents a major weakness in

the
American economy and
explains why our rate of industrial
growth lags behind that of many
European countries. In the R. and
D, area, the procedures used by
our government under the tacit
but Invalid assumption that the
balance and controls of free enterprise are at work, have led to
some remarkable distortions In
our national effort. For example,
the cost plus contract has often r e warded lesser efficiency with
greater profits. We use procurement methods for buying new ideas
which must be patterned after the
methods used fnr buvin? new cannon balls In the Civil War. but
something new has been added; this
is the so-called "research proposal." For we now award contracts for researrh less on the
basis of proven competence tnanou
the merits of the purple prose of
contract proposals, which few
people, least of all those who write
them, honestly believe.
Whereas the nature of federal
support in universities has resulted In the concentration of funds
in fewer Institutions, the effect of
support. in industry has beeft*ro
proliferate the number of research
and
development laboratories,
ostensibly in the name of free
enterprise, to an extent which
goes far beyond the national
capacity to staff them. Thus, for
many yoang scientists and engineers, jobhopplng rather than
performance has become the road
to higher pay and promotion.
When we consider some of the
obstacles which our industrial
community has had to contend with,
it is a tribute to a relatively small
group within it that we have done
as well as we have in the technological race with our communist'
enemies and our pro-western
friends.
In short, in matters where science
and technology play a significant
role in government decisions, we
seem all too often to do the right
thing for the wrong reason, or
vice versa. But it would be a
serious, though common, error to
attribute all of the difficulties to
the limitations of government ad-

minlstrators and congressmen.
Let us be fair and point out that
the average corporation executive
or college president or general
is as much baffled by the problems of incorporating or managing the scientific effort in his
own institution. Let us remember that for a man of 50, almost
everything he should know about
science and technology has been
discovered since the end of his
education. As for the scientist,
it Is all too frequent that the man!
who complains the loudest about
the limitations of Washington
bureaucrats Is the most reluctant
to accept a responsible position in
Washington where he might be able
to do something to improve the
situation.
In short, It seems ever more
evident that the politician and
executive must learn more about
science, while the scientist must
learn more about administration
and politics.
What has all this to do with the
liberal arts college? We have noted
that one of the consequences of recent policy has been a trend to
ignore j, or downgrade undergraduate education in science in
our country.
If for no other reason than the
fantastic competition for talented
staff, the liberal arts college has
been at a disadvantage. Back in
1938, the liberal arts colleges
represented the major sources of
the outstanding Ph, D's of physics
in our country, as listed in
AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE.
In 1959, although 39 per cent of
our college student enrollment was
in liberal arts colleges, only 9 per
cent of the first-year NSF fellows
in science originated In these colleges.
Although I have not made a detailed study of this trend, I believe
that the liberal arts colleges are
falling behind In the preparation
of those students who later enter
the scientific profession. This
could be responsible for the actual
'decrease which has been noted In
the total number of students going
on to graduate education In physics
and engineering during the past two
years. Despite the obvious problems which must be faced up to?
I happen to believe that there IS
a role for the liberal arts college
in modern science. In part, that
role is in the training of young
scientists who will proceed to
graduate work in the future. At
a time when science is becoming
an ever more central feature of
our culture, we can ill afford to
provide 40 per cent of our undergraduates across the nation with a
second best opportunity for a
career In science.
Let us ask what are the reasons
for the gap which seems to be
opening between the preparation in
science provided by the large
universities as compared with the:
four-year college? Dr. George
Pake, now provost of Washington
University, has suggested the following reasons:
1. High teaching loads which
overwork the staff.
2. Staff vacancies which aggravate (the first point) and are clearly due to the tremendous competition by industrial and university positions.
3. The shortage of funds and
equipment for research,
4. The "critical size effects."
I would like to make some comments about these four considerations. The major university in this
country has had to face up to a
treatment of science faculty which
is different from that In the humanities. I am not unaware of the
difficulties which this may introduce, not the least of which is an
increasing separation and even
hostility between the science
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faculty and that in tne humanities.
But Lf we can exercise a choice, let
us try to bring the salaries In the
humanities up to the going rate in
science, rather than deceive ourselves into thinking we can hire
first rate chemists at the going
rate for poets. With respect to;
teaching loads, we must face up to
the fact that the professor of
physics must devote considerably
more time just to stay abreast of
!his .fleiq.. if he is - to retain his
understanding of what is happening
in modern physics and provide for
his students an atmosphere in
which physics Is a live, exciting,
and intellectually gratifying pursuit, he must carry research. If the
liberal arts college does not provide teachers who know modern
science, it would not surprise us
if its science graduates are not as
well prepared as those in the university. At the rate at which these
fields are progressing, it Is essential that gifted undergraduates
take graduate courses earlier in
their careers just to cover the
ground from freshman course to
the present frontiers of knowledge.
A word about (4), the critical size
effect. To stay alive in physics or
to contribute to it in a creative way
it is virtually necessary to have
someone else interested in your
work to talk to, and to criticize
and stimulate your thinking. At the
University of Illinois we have more
Ph. D.'s on our Physics Department staff than that of the entire
faculty of Trinity. College. Yet the
field of physics has become so diversified that in certain areas, for
Example space physics, welee'IIEal
we are below critical size, and are
looking for additional people. Now
obviously the liberal arts college
must proceed on a different basis.
But It is essential to explore ways
of providing the creative science

faculty member with an environment which includes other scientists vitally Interested in his r e search effort To summarize, we
must continue to bring capable
young men to teach in our colleges.
To keep such men and to keep
them in touch with their subject
requires several conditions we
must somehow find the means to
provide:
adequate salaries,
reasonably low teaching loads,
and
research opportunities including
interactions with the world of
science.
While the undergraduate training
of future scientists and engineers
Is an important role for the liberal
arts colleges it is uot tne only one;
perhaps not even the most important one. Science as a dominant
force in determining the beliefs of
educated men has existed for about
300 years.
When we consider how recently
it has risen to power, we find
ourselves forced to believe that we
are only at the beginning of its work
in transforming human life. And
yet we have already reached the
stage where many of us can only
contemplate this in a spirit of
gloom and resignation. My own examples of the serious problems
facing society today mane it vei j
easy to understand the reasons for
this pessimism. The spectre of the
hydrogen bomb and the intercontinental ballistic missile are all
too
close for comfort. In
particular, the past two decades
have been periods of pessimism on
the part of people In the humanities.
Prolessor I. L RabI, 05 one oi tfie
most broadly educated and astute
men in science today, has put forth
the conjecture that the literary
people, historians, novelists and
poets are troubled today because
they have had such a small part in
shaping the world in which they
live. It is a world dominated by
scientific progress, by the ideas

which come out of science. Their
education, ILLIBERAL as lie has
put it, has prevented them from
participating In the important
questions facing our society and
,our
government today. The
'tradition of science is optimistic
and confident and looks to the
future. This difference in perspective is but one indication of the
'fact that the scientific traditions
;have at one point become separated
from the humanistic or literary
tradition during the past century.
It Is this separation that C, P.
Snow has discussed in his widely
known book THE TWO CULTURES
AND THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION.
To my mind there Is an especially
urgent reason for doing something
to bridge this gap in cultures, to
provide a truly liberal education
for our future citizens. Every generation of mankind has to remake
its culture, Its values and its goals.
Changing circumstances make
older habits and customs valueless
and obsolete. When change is siow,
the new is gradually assimilated,
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SOUTH VIEW of the Math-Physics Center dor- ;
ing construction.
and only after a number of gene ra- continued commitment of Trinity
tions Is It noticeable that the College to Include science as a i
world is really different. We do not significant part of the liberal edulive in such a period of history. cation, I am particularly pleased
With all the problems facing us, that this building will house two'
there Is an overriding need for disciplines. It Is my opinion that
wisdom in charting the course In the only way that a liberal arts
the future. But how can our leaders college can possibly cope with the
make wise decisions In the future, critical size effect Is to join the '
or even now, without a deep under- scientific efforts of a given de- j:
standing of scientific thought and partment with those of a related \
a feeling for scientific tradition? department. Perhaps closer ties
To provide tills is one of the great with nearby universities will also
challenges to our educational sys- lx> necessary to provide adequate
tems.
stimulation for the science faculWisdom by Its very nature Is nn ty. I arn certain that Trinity's
Interdisciplinary quality awl not efforts to provide excellence In
the product of a collection of- mathematics ami the sciences Is
specialists. This Is a point the significant to the businessmen and
advocate of the humanities fre- Industrial lenders of the comquently overlooks In pursuing his munity because of the need for
specialization. When I look back specialists In this area,
I also believe that there Is a
to my years at Trinity, I have long
since forgotten all of the subject great need for Institutions like
matter, but I vividly remember the Trinity, which are dedicated to
stimulating Influence of a few great excellence In undergraduate eduteachers. It Is the characteristic cation In a much broader sense,
that they ranged far from beyond All of us have a stake In seeing
the narrow confines of their to It that the education we provide.
specialization, I first heard of our young people Includes a feelEinstein's theory of relativity from Ing and respect for the scientific
a great professor of philosophy, tradition, not only to provide more
Professor Harry Costello. The scientists but even more to
person who led me Into the field broaden the education of our
of physics was the head of the citizens, some of whom will bemathematics department, Pro- come statesman, some business- j
fessor H. M, Dadouiian, who has men, all of whom will become j
for thirty years continued to bo a voters. If our society Is to survive, j
true friend and teacher. Although we must view the future as a
it was not his native tongue, Pro- direct challenge to man lo solve .
fessor Dadourian also taught me the difficult problems he has cremore about the precise and ated; to solve them he must first
effective use of the English lan- understand them. To understand
guage than any teacher before or the problem of the scientific revosince. It Is people such as these lution, he must necessarily Include
who are necessary to bridge the an appreciation of the values of
sciences In tils education,
?ap between the two cultures,
I am not sure that most of our
present day professors of humanities know enough about sciences
to understand its values and traditions. I am equally unsure that
most scientists try hard enough
or are skilled enough to communicate them to our students.
If such people do exist In large
SKPT. 22--Stressing that the
universities, I think I can report
with some authority that It Is the Individual should not .search for
rare undergraduate who ever gets "easy answers" but rather for;
to meet them. At a major univ- those answers that tsike a lifeersity, Us very size makes for a time to find, The Rev, David A,
separation of cultures. In most Cat-gill spoke at the Chapel today
IJI the first vesper service of the
colleges and universities the student is the only really active con- acadmlc year.
The Episcopal
Secretary for
necting link between the different
college Work in New England
departments, and In a certain paracentered his sermon In the problem
doxical sense he Is the only person
of finding answers to the moral ;
with a truly broad outlook to eduquestions confronting society.
cation in the university community,
Thinking that the students who
Here at Trinity, students have
demonstrated this perspective In get by without making moral.
the form of a study of the faculty, decisions are missing the lm- |
which received and deserved plications of life, he suggested,
national recognition as a serious that in order to understand these
attempt, albeit limited, to survey implications, the Trinity student ;
the entirety of an educational In- .should "pray hard, live hard, ana
stitution. Perhaps this example study hard,"
of student action, which could have
been carried out In such an enTo substantiate his point, hereaa
vironment as this, is a valid dem- Stodclanl Kennedys poem entltiea
onstration of the true role of the "Faith," In which Kennedy saw
liberal arts college.
that faith in God can erase man s
But there is much for us to strongest Instincts and make undo: To quote Dr, RabI, "We must easy choices easier to face, in*
find ways by which scattered ele- Rev. Cargill then alluded to Paul,
ments of our culture can be gather- the Apostle, as a prime example
ed together in more Integrated of that kind of faith.
He cited
President Kennedy s
form. We must find goals which
arcs Inspiring and meaningful In the statement made In reference to
the bombing of a Negro cnurcn
context pi our daj.
in Birmingham, that this. Sunday
On this occasion of the dedication Is - a day of warning" as furtne
of the beautiful new Math-Physics proof that we can no longer avow
Building, I take comfort to the making steetsions.

Cargill Says
Moral Answers
Must be Made
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110 Contributors Honored. . .
(Continued from Page 5)
Faculty Office, room 216: The
Fafnlr Bearing Company.
Elementary Laboratory, room
217: The Kresge Foundation.
Elementary LaDoratory, room
219: The Allen Manufacturing Company, The American Hardwood
Corporation, The Billings & Spencer Company, The Connecticut
Light and Power Co.
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Classroom 303: Travelers Insurance Companies.
Faculty Office, room 306: Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company.

Faculty office, room 312: Martin
W. Clement, Class of 1901, Life
Trustee of Trinity College.
Office for Mathematics Assistants, room 313; The Hartford Insurance Group,

Classroom 307: Connecticut Genefal Life Insurance Company,
Aetna Insurance Company.

Graduate Staff , room 308: The
Phoenix of Hartford Insurance
Companies,
Mutual Insurance
Manufacturing
Company, The Company of Hartford.
Classroom 309: Aetna Life and
Hartford Gas Company, The J. M.
Ney Company, Plax Company, The Casualty Insurance Companies.
Faculty Office, room 310: Royal
Smyth Manufacturing Company,
The Spencer Turbine Company, McBee Corporation.
The Terry Steam Turbine ComClassroom 311: Aetna Life and
PANY. Veeder-Root, Inc.,The Wire- Casualty Insurance Companies.
mold Company.
Elementary Laboratory , room
a a a
221: Smith, Kline, and French
(Continued from Page 1)
Foundation.
The cause of the controversy, a
Elementary Laboratory,
room group of sixteen women traveling
223: The American Standard Pro- under the auspices of the Allducts, Inc., The Bland Burner South African and Rhodesian WoCompany, The Caval' Tool and men's Hockey Association , arMachine Company, Inc., Delta rived Thursday evening along with
Corporation, The Hart Manufac- the squad from Wales.
turing Company, High Production
The Association complies with
Machine Company, Inc., The J.J. South Africa's strict policy of
C. Foundation, Inc., National Weld- apartheid- segregation.
ing & Manufacturing Company, The
Their arrival also provoked a
New Britain Machine Company response from the head of the
New England Aircraft Products Rhode Island
chapter of the
Company, Products Design & Man- NAACP, John Maddox. He exufacturing Corporation, M.B. El- pressed the hope that the Univerectronics, Division of Textron El- sity would immediately take a
ectronics, Inc., United Metal Pro- strong stand dissociating itself
ducts Corporation.
from the segregationist policies
Nuclear Laboratory, room 224: of the South African Government,
The Arrow-Hart and Hegeman El- the HERALD reported.
ectric Company in honor of its
Also in a statement to the HERformer President, John Richard ALD, Howard Curtis, secretary of
Cook, Class of 1910, Life Trustee the university, said, "We had no
of Trinity College.
knowledge of the partisan or nonClassroom 225: The Connecticut partisan policy of the group and
Mutual Life Insurance Company ^ simply welcomed them as citiChairman's Office and Waiting zens of their country.' The uniRoom, 301 and 302; Vertrees versity has no intentions of enYoung, Class of 1915, Life Trustee tering into any controversy reof Trinity College.
garding it." _ _ _ .........................................a}
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Faculty Office, room 314; The
Ensign- Bickford
Company in
memory of Chester R. Seymour,
Class of 1915, and Chester D.
Thompson, Class of 1915.
Faculty Office, room 316: Kaman
Aircraft Corporation.
Faculty Office, room 320: The
Hartford Electric Light Company.
Faculty Office, room 318: The
Fuller Brush Company.
Faculty Office, room 322: James
R. Caldwell, Class of 1915.
Seminar Room 324; Henry S.
Beers, Class oi 1918, Life Trustee
of Trinity College.
Seminar Room 326 (Special design) : Hartford National Bank-and
urate Threaded Products Company, Mr. and Mrs. Donald E.
Ahlberg, Beacon Machine Company, Inc., Harrison P. Bridge,
John B. Byrne, Combustion Engineering, Inc., Edwin Taylor
Lumber Company, First National
Stores, Marc Kac, Godfrey M.
Lebhar Foundation Inc., The London and Lancashire Insurance
Company, Ltd., Nielson Tool & Die
Company.
Also
Pitney-Bowes, Inc. T.
Sendzlmer, Inc., The Taylor and
Fenn Company, Trico Products,
The Welsh Scientific Company, The
Whitlock Manufacturing Company,
and Dr. Alphonse J, Zujko, Class of
1933.,

Danforth Teaching Grants
Available for Graduate Aid
INQUIRIES INVITED
Inquiries about Danforth Graduate
Fellowships for careers in college
teaching are Invited by Dr. Arthur
Hughes, Dean of the College.
The fellowships are open to male
college
seniors
or
recent
graduates preparing for a career
of
teaching,
counseling, or
administrative work at the college
level. Applicants may not have
already undertaken graduate work.
Nominations close October 20.
Approximately 100 fellowships
will be awarded by Liaison Officers
of accredited colleges and universities in the United States this
year.
Winners will be eligible for up
to four years of financial assistance, with an annual maximum
of $1,500 for single men and
$2,000 for married men plus dependency allowances for up to
three children, and tuition and
fees.
Students may hold a Danforth
Fellowship concurrently with other
appointments, such as Ford, Fulbright, National Science, Rhodes,
or Woodrow Wilson.
Winners will become Danjorth
Fellows without stipend until these
other awards lapse.

COMMUNITY
AMBASSADOR
PROJECT
A look at nations around the
world, their peoples, customs,
dress, and music is the theme
of nine monthly meetings of the
Greater Hartford Community Ambassador Project for 1963-64.
The first meeting will be at
Trinity on October 6, at 8 p.m.,
with the theme "Around the World
in Eighty Minutes."
Leonard Tomat, student center
director Is membership chairman
and Dr. Robert Meade, associate
professor of psychology, is program chairman for the Project,
Miss Patricia Benny of the
Travelers Insurance Company is
general chairman.
Other meetings and theme topics
are:
November 3, at Trinity,
"A Safari to Africa;" December 1,
at Hartford College, "Life In Brazil
and Greece;" January 5, at Trinity,
"Pakistan Adventure;" February 2,
at Hartford College, "International
Folk Song Fest;" March 1, in
Wadsworth Atheneum, "Art Around
the World;" April 5, at Trinity,
theme to be announced; May 3;
at Hartford College, "A Russian
Journey;" and June 7, at Trlntiy,
theme to be announced.
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Bill Avery, Tackle

Zigmund Pabich, Guard

Capi Campbell Leads
Preparing Jesseemen
Sept. 22 - Given: a team1 with
only eight returning lettermen,
only one In the backfield, and a
mediocre crop of sophomores. Result: a weak team likely to be
well under .500 for the season
against a good schedule.
This geometric proof does not
seem as true to Trinity Coach
Dan Jessee as It does on paper.
Despite the lack of depth and experience, Coach Jessee is notdis-

has the size and ability to make
a strong front wall, but they are
badly lacking in depth.
•Losing three-quarters of one's
starting backfield; especially when
those three are John Szumczyki
Tom Calabrese, and Don Taylor;
would hurt any team. In this department, the Bantams are no exception; however, Coach.Jessee's
search for replacements has been
a fruitful one.
Trinity hopes will be riding very
much on the strong shoulders of
junior quarterback Merrill YavInsky who was sidelined for the
season last year after the opener,
with a broken arm. He will be
backed up by Danny Clark, an
accurate passer and shifty runner, and soohomore Rich Rissel.

Tom McKune, Center

i

A,

Merrill Yavinsky, Quarterback

John Fenrich, End

Junior Dee Kolewe (190) leads a
crop of small but hard charging
fullbacks. Joe Hourihan (185) and
Mason Ross (115), both from last
year's frosh, will back up Kolewe,
The Bantam offense willbe spruced this year by the institution of
Bill Campell. Halfback
the "I" formation; in which the two
halfbacks and fullback line up
directly behind the quarterback and
center. Defensively, the Bantams
have a sizeable and hardchargin' •jzHfie with an excellent linebacker
fo YayinsKy. In tne defensive secondary will be Campbell and Ouiundsen, who are small but speedy.
On Saturday, Sept., 21, Trinity
scrimmaged Yale, previewing
some of what can be expected from
them this season. Despite a 21-13
defeat, the Bantams showed
promise.
At the beginning, Trinity -was .
sluggish; their ground game wasn't
moving' the ball and their passing attack was sporadic. MacDougall did, however make several brilliant receptions of Yavinsky aerials.
The defense was basically strong,
Terry Oulundsen, Halfback
but a couple of lapses allowed
Yale runners to get away for a
couple ,of long gainers and subsequently a 14-0 halftime lead.
In the second half, the Bantam
offense came to life, as Trinity
moved well both on lana and in
the air. In the third period Yavinsky hit MacDougall on a thirty
yard pass to the four, kolewe
then bucked over from the one
for the touchdown.
The final Bantam touchdown was
scored on a 25-yard pass from
Yavlnsky to MacDougall. Also in
the second half, Hopkins demonstrated good pass receiving ability.
After the game, Coach Jessee's
optimism was not dimmed. However, for this Trinity team to
have a winning season, they will
have to avoid the injury jinx which
has plagued them in the past;
avoid the injury jinx which has
Pee Koelewe, fullback
plagued them In the past.

Lou HusKins, Tackle

Ex-Trin Back Szumczyk
To Rejoin NFL Bears
(EDITOR'S NOTE: In his senior
year at Trinity John Szumczyk was
used at both halfback and fullback.
Carrying 133 times he gained 526
yards for a 5.9 yard average per
carry. Szumczyk is the third of the
Jesseemen to be drafted by the NPL
in the last seven years- Charlie Sticka
'56, a fullback, and Roger LeClerc
'60, a center, were drafted by the Los
Angeles Rams and Chicago Bears, respectively.)

At the halfback slots", Captain Bill
Campbell,
the only returning
letternaan in .the backfield, and
Terry Oulandsen are expected to
get the starting nod. Both are
exceptionally fast and fine pass
receivers. Paul Kadlic and Sandy
Weeks are the top halfback r e serves.

couraged. Commenting to Michael
Strauss of the New York TIMES.
Jessee said, "We have a hardhitting bunch of kids. Although
they're green, they play well,"
Coach Jessee further stated"This
is a -bunch capable of rocking
an opponent - - and I don't mean
.lulling. They're going to show lots
of improvement by mid-season."
Offensively, the Bantams have a
potentially excellent first unit At
ends, seniors John Fenrich (200)
and Bruce MacDougall,. both of
whom have excellent hands, will
undoubtedly be starting.
Fenrich, who was plucked out of
the Intra-mural ranks two years
ago, has turned out to be one of
Jessee's most pleasant surprised,
while MacDougall, who is deceptively fast, made several fine cat-,
ches in the Yale scrimmage. Henry
Hopkins and Dave Williams have
also shown excellent pass r e ceiving ability and will be fine
back-up men,
The Bantams should be wellstocked at the tackle position.
Three returning lettermen; seniors Bill Avery (230) and Vin
Flordalis (195) and junior Lou
Husklns (210) j give Trinity the
needed size and experience at this
position.
The starting guards, Zigmund
Pabich tl90) and Fred Prillaman
(220) , are fast and rugged, but
there is a lack of experienced
depth at this position. Tim Crawford (200) and Phil Parsons (180)
top the list of reserve guards.
The major problem in the line is
finding a replacement for Dick
Stowell, who is out for the season
due ro a Knee injury suiierea in
the final game last year. At the
moment, Tom' McKune (180) Is
expected to start; however, he is
receiving keen competition from
return*' transfer stuuem, tuuuo
Blocksia,
(195) and spphomore

Fred Prillaman, Guard

John reported that there were no
regular times when the size of the
team was whittled down, but cuts
usually came after
exhibition
games In order to meet the limit
set up by the NFL. While with
the Bears, Szum played offensive
halfback and appeared in exhibition
games against the Giants, Packers
and Redskins.
As for the future, Szumczyk still
feels it is a challenge to play
and looks forward to November
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The "Big Ten," the "Big Eight,'
the large state universities, th<
Midwestern and Eastern Independents--these are the schools tha
have almost traditionally suppliet
the wealth of material that i!
found in the National
Footbal
League, Every so often, however
the pro's draft a man from some
small liberal arts school where
the overall emphasis Is often or
Plutarch, not pass patterns, oi
on isopropyls, not the "I" formation.
John Szumczyk, Trinity '63, was
not an outstanding passer nor was
he a 250 lb. lineman as one might
expect, but he was one of the besi
offensive backs that Trinity has
seen in some time. Fast and overpowering, Szumczyk was one oi
the Bantams' leading ground gainers in each of his four years
at Trinity. Used as both a fullback and halfback by Dan Jessee,
John was drafted by the Chicago
Bears of the NFL In the middle
of last year, but his decision to
sign did not come until close to
graduation.
In a recent telephone interview,
John spoke of his experiences in
football camp and of his future.
When asked about training camp,
which was conducted in Rensalaer, Indiana, John said that while
practices were longer and more
concentrated they were not any
harder than he had been accustomed to at Trinity. At 6'2", 220
pounds he was among the smaller
backs.
Beginning July 13 and during the
eight weeks he was at the Bears
camp, John and the team lived
In the dorms of nearby St. Joseph
College. The routine of double
sessions both on the field and in
th» classroom left him with little
iree time, but practices oecame
less intensive as the start of the
season drew near. What seemed
to impress him most was the almost cordial relationship between
the 42 veterans and the 22 rookies
that were in camp. Of these rookies uniy one other man...a linebacker from Bates—came from a
small school, and in the final
analysis only three of the twentytwo made the team. Included in
these three were All-American's
Bob Jencks and Larry Glick.
While at camp John met exteammate and Trin alumnus, Roger LeClerc '60, who until this
year was the bears' kicking specialist but is now playing on the
defensive unit.

Bruce MacDougall, End
wlion he will rejoin the Hears
for the remainder of their season. Although he plans to go into
the service tor six months following the end of the season, he
has every Intention of reporting
to the Bears' camp next summer,
John is presently under contract
with the Bears and has signed
again for next year. At the same
time, he is playing with the Springfield Acorns of the Atlantic Conference until November. The purpose and intention of the Atlantic
Conference, formed only two years
ago, is eventually to act as an
organization of farm clubs for
the NFL. Thus, Instead of cutting
a player altogether, the pro's can
send a man to this confer "\ce
to receive, experience. Here he
receives salaries both from the
Conference team and the NFL
club.

With the Acorns John will play
a total of nine games, all of them
at the halfback spot. However, the
Bears' outstanding offensive fullback, Rick Casares, Is expectedto
retire at the end of this season
and if he does the Bears plan to
try Szumczyk out at the fullback
spot. In the meantime John lives
at home in West Hartford and
commutes to Springfield for practice sessions and games.
Asked how lie expected to do with
Springfield, John said he was faced
with two problems—playing night
games and learning an entire new
set of plays. Time will undoubtedly
cure this, and in time—-maybe
a year-—the Chicago Bears will
have two of its starting: eleven
from 'Neath the Elms,
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